
Our company is hiring for a visual associate. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for visual associate

Train and mentor the Gallery team on floor sets, quality and visual standards,
signage and graphics updates, gallery maintenance, recovery and cleanliness
Being a great team player, preferably experienced working with agile teams
Providing design support during project execution and helping with Visual
QA to ensure design is implemented accurately and with the highest
standard
Helping create and maintain visual elements, icons, illustrations and pattern
libraries
Participating in internal reviews to obtain feedback to hone designs
Collaborate with design, product, and engineering team to develop UI design
approaches that meet business goals and satisfy user experience needs
Create sketches and prototypes to communicate design concepts to the
extended team
Create style guides and pixel-perfect specifications to ensure cross-product
design consistency
Builds strong relationships with cross functional partners and works with
Merchants, Planning and Allocation, and Marketing teams to intimately
understand merchandising and marketing strategies
Leads the monthly floor set production, working closely with senior
management to creatively mock up Missy, Petite and Accessories
presentation in the Visual studio
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Ability to work a flexible schedule to meet the needs of the business may
require weekends and evening shifts.Overnightsmay be required
Ability to stand for long periods of time, bend, stretch, engage in repetitive
motions, push, pull and carry items (mannequins, clothing, torsos)
Must have an Associate or Bachelor’s degree in visual design, graphic design,
fashion design or related discipline is preferred
Must have at least 3 years of experience as a Visual Designer or a similar role
Must be proficient in utilizing MAC Systems platforms specifically Adobe
Creative Suite programs and open to learn new programs and systems
Experience with Sketch-Up Pro


